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In this book you'll learn: 




    	The basics of video editing using Movie Maker 2, iMovie, and more



    	How to import your video into Flash



    	How to work with Flash Video components



    	Several of the new features of Flash 8, including alpha channels, filters, and blends How to master several amazing video effects, such as green screen superimposing, video walls, getting your users into the thick of the action with webcams, and much more!


Do you want to master Flash video work, and work your way toward creating awesome, mind-blowing, interactive web applications? Well, don't go any further--this full color book is all you need to step into the future. 
 
 When Flash Professional 8 was released, it seemed as if we'd embarked on a web video revolution almost overnight. Up until then, web video was a morass of competing players, technologies, standards, codecs, and playback quality. The inclusion of the On2 VP6 codec, the FLV Playback component, alpha channel video, and the Flash 8 Video Encoder has ended the infancy of web video, creating an instant benchmark with no stops in between. 
 
 And this book is the ultimate guide to Flash 8 video--it offers practical advice, technical guidance, and a full series of creative projects ranging from the dead simple to the complex in a manner that talks to you as an equal and makes only one assumption: basic familiarity with the Flash interface. 
 
 We start with the basics--how to edit video in some of the most popular packages available (such as iMovie and Movie Maker 2) and create a Flash video file and import it into Flash. 
 
 Next, we move on to the good stuff--creating a custom video player; creating an alpha channel video and using it in some spectacular projects; turning your creativity loose by applying filters and blend effects to video using the Flash interface and ActionScript; creating video walls, menus, and stunning masking effects; and exploring how Adobe After Effects 7 and Flash Professional 8 are poised to become a motion graphics powerhouse. Best of all, you will discover something the authors had discovered by the time they started writing this book...this stuff is fun! 
 
 Summary of Contents:




    	Creating FLVs using the Video Wizard and the Flash 8 FLV Encoder



    	The Basics of Video Creation



    	Alternate FLV Creation tools: Sorenson Squeeze 4 and Flix Pro 5



    	Creating Flash Video using the FLV Components



    	Creating a "Talking head" video using Alpha Channels



    	Adding Filters and Blend Effects to Flash Video



    	Masking Video



    	Creating a Video Wall



    	Choosing and Playing Multiple Videos



    	Using the Camera Object to Involve the Audience



    	Actionscript and Flash Video



    	Video Delivery to Cell Phones
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Effects of Space Weather on Technology InfrastructureSpringer, 2004
The highly variable conditions in the Earth-related space environment, including the Sun, the interplanetary medium and the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere system, are collectively known as space weather. In the recent past we have experienced that space weather influences the performance and reliability of space- and ground-based...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 High Availability with Clustering & Database MirroringMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Create a Highly Available Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Environment


	Written by the technical director for SQL Server Magazine, this expert guide shows you how to implement clustering and database mirroring in SQL Server 2008. Learn proven techniques for ensuring zero database loss, avoiding system downtime, and providing...
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Guide to Assembly Language Programming in LinuxSpringer, 2005
The primary goal of this book is to teach the IA-32 assembly language programming under
the Linux operating system. A secondary objective is to provide a gende introduction to the
Fedora Linux operating system. Linux has evolved substantially since its first appearance in
1991. Over the years, its popularity has grown as well....
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Engineering of Micro/Nano Biosystems: Fundamentals & Applications (Microtechnology and MEMS)Springer, 2019

	
		This tutorial book offers an in-depth overview of the fundamental principles of micro/nano technologies and devices related to sensing, actuation and diagnosis in fluidics and biosystems. Research in the MEMS/NEMS and lab-on-chip fields has seen rapid growth in both academic and industrial domains, as these biodevices and...
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American Indian Biographies (Magill's Choice)Salem Press, 2005
This volume is a revised and expanded edition of Salem Press’s American Indian Biographies, which was published in 1999. The majority of the essays in that first edition were taken from Salem’s Ready Reference: American Indians (1995), and 32 new essays were added. American Indian Biographies, Revised Edition includes all the subjects...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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